
QUALITY, SAFETY 
AND RELIABILITY 
In everyday
electrical products

au.rs-online.com/hpm

https://au.rs-online.com/web/b/hpm/?sra=p


POWERBOARDS 

LIGHTING & SENSORS

View the range

INSTALLATION ACCESSORIES

SWITCHES & SOCKETS
Powerboards are the ultimate multi-taskers. HPM 
powerboards are the benchmark in quality and 
value, with a large range of safety features includ-
ing overload protection (on all models), surge pro-
tection, USB and TV/AV child-safe and heavy duty. 
There's a HPM powerboard to suit every use.

EXTENSION LEADS
Ideal for the home, office or worksite when you need 
power in hard to reach places. Thicker, UV stabilised 
insulation and 100% virgin copper wiring is what 
separates HPM leads from the el-cheapos. They are 
tougher, safer, less likely to catch fire or crack under 
the midday sun.

View the range

Running out of battery power is frustrating. 
Lugging around multiple bulky adaptors is 
a hassle. We stock a vast range of HPM 
products to keep you charged and moving, 
with less trouble.

View the range

For healthy air, great ventilation is essential. It 
helps prevent deadly mould from sprawling an 
evil path across your walls and ceilings. So 
whisk away bad odours and minimise conden-
sation with these classic exhaust fans.

View the range

CHARGERS, TIMERS & APAPTORS

Whether you're after ceiling lights, heat 
lamps or a decorative wall light, we have a 
vast range of lighting solutions from HPM.
We also offer a range of sensors to help 
automate simple tasks such as turning 
lights on and off.

View the range

VENTILATION

All HPM products are compliant with the strict-
est safety standards and designed to keep 
users powered, connected, making, and creat-
ing. Browse our selection of HPM Mains & IEC 
Connectors today

We stock a wide range of HPM installation 
accessories to ensure your everyday
essentials are easy to install, and keep on work-
ing long after you’ve retired.

View the range

View the range

View the range

CONNECTED OFFER

View the range

We have a range of connected switches & sockets 
under the AWN (Arteor with Netatmo) banner and 
we also have a range of smart indoor & outdoor 
cameras and weather stations under the Netatmo 
brand

https://au.rs-online.com/web/b/hpm/hvac-fans-thermal-management/
https://au.rs-online.com/web/b/hpm/lighting/
https://au.rs-online.com/web/c/?sra=oss&r=t&searchTerm=netatmo
https://au.rs-online.com/web/c/?searchTerm=1120-hpm-chargers_au&searchType=Offers
https://au.rs-online.com/web/c/cables-wires/cable-accessories-ties-tools/cable-clips-clamps/?applied-dimensions=4291592246
https://au.rs-online.com/web/c/?searchTerm=1120-hpm-leads_au&searchType=Offers
https://au.rs-online.com/web/c/?searchTerm=1120-hpm-boards_au&searchType=Offers
https://au.rs-online.com/web/c/?searchTerm=1120-hpm-chargers_au&searchType=Offers


Make RS your first 
choice for HPM!
We know you expect a lot from your suppliers.  You need a supplier 
you can depend on. A strategic partner who does more than deliver 
the right product at the right time.

Rely on us:
• To be your one-stop trusted supplier for all your HPM Electrical

products from switches & sockets to lighting and ventilation, 
and everything in between

• To bring you the HPM Electrical products you need, exactly when 
you need them, with our extensive range and flexible 
delivery options 

• To provide a high-quality website with fast predictive 
search, and technical support

• To offer multiple ways of ordering including online, via 
mobile, or by telephone

au.rs-online.com/hpm

https://au.rs-online.com/web/b/hpm/?sra=p



